
 
 
 
 
 
Given the COVID-19 challenges ahead, Tools of the Mind is proactively planning to 
support your program with virtual Technical Assistance sessions tailored to meet your 
specific needs to provide the support that was planned in-person in previously 
scheduled or upcoming Technical Assistance sessions. As we continue to monitor this 
situation, your Tools of the Mind partnership lead will be in touch with you regarding 
how this will look in your program.  We have had great success with providing virtual 
Technical Assistance in the past to support teachers and students and are confident 
and excited to apply our experience in a shift to virtual work with you in this 
challenging time.  
 
Our virtual Technical Assistance model provides two different options for teachers to 
be supported by their lead Tools of the Mind team members. 
 
Option A. Tools of the Mind partnership leads can set up meeting times to virtually 
meet one on one with classrooms teams or in small groups with your staff to answer 
questions, look at student work samples, and plan for next steps of implementation.   
 
Option B. Our Tools of the Mind partnership leads also have the capacity to support 
your staff by observing classroom videos to provide individual feedback to teachers 
through our virtual platform. Your TA provider will review videos, and schedule a 
meeting with your team to discuss videos, children’s current levels and next steps.  
Note: Virtual TA video will be used only for a virtual visit by your TA provider to your 
classroom and will not be shared within Tools or used in any PD. All video will be 
deleted after the meeting with school teams.   
 
If in the days ahead, neither Option A nor B are feasible because  you and your children 
are out of school for prolonged periods of time, we  have an Option C! We will survey 
teachers and administrators and create recorded modules to target areas where your 
team wants to grow and address implementation challenges. One way or another we 
are here to support you!  
 
 


